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Sutej Singh is a Guitarist/Composer based out of Solan, Himachal 

Pradesh (INDIA). 

After having played numerous shows in the northern region with 

various artists, Sutej released his debut album 'The Emerging' on 

18th May 2018. 

The Album hit #1 spot on the Apple Music India Rock Charts in the 

first week of the release itself and Sutej was featured under 

Apple's "Artist Spotlight” on iTunes for well over two months 
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The Emerging features some of the world-renowned and award winning 

musicians who have played with bands like Pendragon,Haken etc   

 

PETER HENNINGSSON - GUITARIST (Gothenburg, Sweden) 

SCOTT HIGHAM - DRUMMER (London, UK) 

RAYMOND HEARNE - DRUMMER (London, UK) 

KYLAN AMOS - BASS (London, UK) 

GINA LUCIANI - FLUTE (Los Angeles, USA) 

LEON ROSS - ORCHESTRAL ARRANGER (Melbourne, Australia) 

M U S I C

https://sutejsingh.bandcamp.com/


"The Emerging' is an outcome of sheer hard work and 

the grasp of musicality. 

The progressiveness of the album and the dramatic 

song arrangement, is 

enthralling. It is an honest and a brilliant effort." 

- Saurabh Chaudhary (Guitarist - Parikrama) 

 

 

"The Emerging by Sutej Singh is quite simply one of the 

best albums I’ve ever played on. This is a masterpiece 

of music incorporating so many different elements. 

There is something for everyone on this 

album. Working with Sutej was amazing, inspiring and 

lots of fun." 

- Scott Higham 

 

 

"It was a pleasure to be asked to record drums on this 

album. I had a lot of fun getting to grips with this epic 

music and hopefully helped to bring Sutej's 

compositions to life!" 

- Raymond Hearne (Drummer - Haken) 

 

 

 

"I was honored when asked to be a part of this 

monumental album. Sutej's work is captivating and 

very well executed, making it fun to put my own 

flavour to it." 

- Peter Henningsson  

 

 

"Incredible ! After a long time heard something so 

amazing" 

-Katrina Kaif 

 

"..opulent, loud and proud" 

-The Week

".....Singh can shred and noodle and do almost anything 

with sheer prowess. What also stands out is his 

songwriting capability. The guitarist picks and chooses 

moments to let loose, opting to write coherent songs 

instead of using an album to advertise his chops.." 

- Rock Street Journal 

 

 

"..it’s essentially an album that was written in the 

bedroom but built for a stadium.." 

- Amit Gurbaxani (Writer/Music Journalist) 

 

 

"...Theatrical with unmissable orchestral elements..." 

- Indulge Express 

 

 

"..can’t think of anything to give this BUT 10/10” 

- Progressive Music Planet 

 

 

"..excels in the ability to gradually build-up up lush lead 

guitar driven compositions into more heavy 

soundscapes" 

- Metal Injection 

 

The 8-track album is a breath of fresh air, completely 

magical in bits, theatrical the next, it is completely 

cinematography in motion. If there were one word to 

describe the album, it would be beautiful. 

-sbcltr.in 

 

 

"The Emerging by Solan-based guitarist Sutej Singh is a 

masterpiece. It is complete." 

- A Humming Heart 

Top 20 Indie Albums of 2018  |   A Humming Heart  (#1 Spot) 

Best Indie Debut Artists of 2018  |   A Humming Heart  (#1 Spot) 

Best of 2018, Music Edition  |   Sbcltr.in 

Best of 2018, Riley’s Top 20  |  Metal Injection (Honorable Mention) 

2018 In Review: Albums And EPs You Should Not Miss Out On |  Rock Street Journal  



V I D E O S

https://www.facebook.com/sutejsinghmusic/videos/1961448660743555/
https://www.facebook.com/sutejsinghmusic/videos/1972231219665299/
https://www.facebook.com/sutejsinghmusic/videos/1963759650512456/
https://www.facebook.com/sutejsinghmusic/videos/1963759650512456/
https://www.facebook.com/sutejsinghmusic/videos/1963759650512456/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZ9pGtqsOwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guE-HkrHehI


CONTACT 

 

FOR BOOKINGS / OTHER ENQUIRES EMAIL 

YADUVEER@WEAREPINECONES.COM 

 

OR  CALL +91 84119 27485  // +91 9815071271

http://sutejsingh.bandcamp.com/
https://www.facebook.com/sutejsinghmusic
http://instagram.com/sutejsingh/
https://soundcloud.com/sutej-singh
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCALfJ0ZXK48PiCzprW70sVw?view_as=subscriber

